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Power Electronics
Converters, Applications, and Design
Oﬀering step-by-step, in-depth coverage, the new Third Edition of Power Electronics: Converters, Applications, and
Design provides a cohesive presentation of power electronics fundamentals for applications and design in the power
range of 500 kW or less. The text describes a variety of practical and emerging power electronic converters made
feasible by the new generation of power semiconductor devices. The new edition is now enhanced with a new CD-ROM,
complete with PSpice-based examples, a new magnetics design program, and PowerPoint slides.
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Power Electronics
Converters, Applications, and Design
Power Electronics
Circuit Analysis and Design
Springer This fully updated textbook provides complete coverage of electrical circuits and introduces students to the
ﬁeld of energy conversion technologies, analysis and design. Chapters are designed to equip students with necessary
background material in such topics as devices, switching circuit analysis techniques, converter types, and methods of
conversion. The book contains a large number of examples, exercises, and problems to help enforce the material
presented in each chapter. A detailed discussion of resonant and softswitching dc-to-dc converters is included along
with the addition of new chapters covering digital control, non-linear control, and micro-inverters for power electronics
applications. Designed for senior undergraduate and graduate electrical engineering students, this book provides
students with the ability to analyze and design power electronic circuits used in various industrial applications.

Introduction to Modern Power Electronics
John Wiley & Sons Provides comprehensive coverage of the basic principles and methods of electric power conversion
and the latest developments in the ﬁeld This book constitutes a comprehensive overview of the modern power
electronics. Various semiconductor power switches are described, complementary components and systems are
presented, and power electronic converters that process power for a variety of applications are explained in detail.
This third edition updates all chapters, including new concepts in modern power electronics. New to this edition is
extended coverage of matrix converters, multilevel inverters, and applications of the Z-source in cascaded power
converters. The book is accompanied by a website hosting an instructor’s manual, a PowerPoint presentation, and a
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set of PSpice ﬁles for simulation of a variety of power electronic converters. Introduction to Modern Power Electronics,
Third Edition: Discusses power conversion types: ac-to-dc, ac-to-ac, dc-to-dc, and dc-to-ac Reviews advanced control
methods used in today’s power electronic converters Includes an extensive body of examples, exercises, computer
assignments, and simulations Introduction to Modern Power Electronics, Third Edition is written for undergraduate and
graduate engineering students interested in modern power electronics and renewable energy systems. The book can
also serve as a reference tool for practicing electrical and industrial engineers.

Fundamentals of Power Electronics
Springer Science & Business Media Fundamentals of Power Electronics, Second Edition, is an up-to-date and authoritative
text and reference book on power electronics. This new edition retains the original objective and philosophy of
focusing on the fundamental principles, models, and technical requirements needed for designing practical power
electronic systems while adding a wealth of new material. Improved features of this new edition include: A new
chapter on input ﬁlters, showing how to design single and multiple section ﬁlters; Major revisions of material on
averaged switch modeling, low-harmonic rectiﬁers, and the chapter on AC modeling of the discontinuous conduction
mode; New material on soft switching, active-clamp snubbers, zero-voltage transition full-bridge converter, and
auxiliary resonant commutated pole. Also, new sections on design of multiple-winding magnetic and resonant inverter
design; Additional appendices on Computer Simulation of Converters using averaged switch modeling, and
Middlebrook's Extra Element Theorem, including four tutorial examples; and Expanded treatment of current
programmed control with complete results for basic converters, and much more. This edition includes many new
examples, illustrations, and exercises to guide students and professionals through the intricacies of power electronics
design. Fundamentals of Power Electronics, Second Edition, is intended for use in introductory power electronics
courses and related ﬁelds for both senior undergraduates and ﬁrst-year graduate students interested in converter
circuits and electronics, control systems, and magnetic and power systems. It will also be an invaluable reference for
professionals working in power electronics, power conversion, and analogue and digital electronics.
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Fundamentals of Power Electronics
Springer Nature Fundamentals of Power Electronics, Third Edition, is an up-to-date and authoritative text and reference
book on power electronics. This new edition retains the original objective and philosophy of focusing on the
fundamental principles, models, and technical requirements needed for designing practical power electronic systems
while adding a wealth of new material. Improved features of this new edition include: new material on switching loss
mechanisms and their modeling; wide bandgap semiconductor devices; a more rigorous treatment of averaging;
explanation of the Nyquist stability criterion; incorporation of the Tan and Middlebrook model for current programmed
control; a new chapter on digital control of switching converters; major new chapters on advanced techniques of
design-oriented analysis including feedback and extra-element theorems; average current control; new material on
input ﬁlter design; new treatment of averaged switch modeling, simulation, and indirect power; and sampling eﬀects
in DCM, CPM, and digital control. Fundamentals of Power Electronics, Third Edition, is intended for use in introductory
power electronics courses and related ﬁelds for both senior undergraduates and ﬁrst-year graduate students
interested in converter circuits and electronics, control systems, and magnetic and power systems. It will also be an
invaluable reference for professionals working in power electronics, power conversion, and analog and digital
electronics. Includes an increased number of end of chapter problems; Updated and reorganized, including three
completely new chapters; Includes key principles and a rigorous treatment of topics.

Power Electronics Handbook
Devices, Circuits and Applications
Elsevier Power electronics, which is a rapidly growing area in terms of research and applications, uses modern
electronics technology to convert electric power from one form to another, such as ac-dc, dc-dc, dc-ac, and ac-ac with a
variable output magnitude and frequency. Power electronics has many applications in our every day life such as airconditioners, electric cars, sub-way trains, motor drives, renewable energy sources and power supplies for computers.
This book covers all aspects of switching devices, converter circuit topologies, control techniques, analytical methods
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and some examples of their applications. * 25% new content * Reorganized and revised into 8 sections comprising 43
chapters * Coverage of numerous applications, including uninterruptable power supplies and automotive electrical
systems * New content in power generation and distribution, including solar power, fuel cells, wind turbines, and
ﬂexible transmission

Power Electronics: Circuits, Devices, and Application (for
Anna University)
Pearson Education India

Advanced Power Electronics Converters
PWM Converters Processing AC Voltages
John Wiley & Sons This book covers power electronics, in depth, by presenting the basic principles and application
details, which can be used both as a textbook and reference book. Introduces a new method to present power
electronics converters called Power Blocks Geometry (PBG) Applicable for courses focusing on power electronics,
power electronics converters, and advanced power converters Oﬀers a comprehensive set of simulation results to help
understand the circuits presented throughout the book

Digital Power Electronics and Applications
Elsevier The purpose of this book is to describe the theory of Digital Power Electronics and its applications. The authors
apply digital control theory to power electronics in a manner thoroughly diﬀerent from the traditional, analog control
scheme. In order to apply digital control theory to power electronics, the authors deﬁne a number of new parameters,
including the energy factor, pumping energy, stored energy, time constant, and damping time constant. These
parameters diﬀer from traditional parameters such as the power factor, power transfer eﬃciency, ripple factor, and
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total harmonic distortion. These new parameters result in the deﬁnition of new mathematical modeling: • A zero-orderhold (ZOH) is used to simulate all AC/DC rectiﬁers. • A ﬁrst-order-hold (FOH) is used to simulate all DC/AC inverters. • A
second-order-hold (SOH) is used to simulate all DC/DC converters. • A ﬁrst-order-hold (FOH) is used to simulate all
AC/AC (AC/DC/AC) converters. * Presents most up-to-date methods of analysis and control algorithms for developing
power electronic converters and power switching circuits * Provides an invaluable reference for engineers designing
power converters, commercial power supplies, control systems for motor drives, active ﬁlters, etc. * Presents methods
of analysis not available in other books.

Power Quality in Power Systems and Electrical Machines
Academic Press The second edition of this must-have reference covers power quality issues in four parts, including new
discussions related to renewable energy systems. The ﬁrst part of the book provides background on causes, eﬀects,
standards, and measurements of power quality and harmonics. Once the basics are established the authors move on to
harmonic modeling of power systems, including components and apparatus (electric machines). The ﬁnal part of the
book is devoted to power quality mitigation approaches and devices, and the fourth part extends the analysis to power
quality solutions for renewable energy systems. Throughout the book worked examples and exercises provide practical
applications, and tables, charts, and graphs oﬀer useful data for the modeling and analysis of power quality issues.
Provides theoretical and practical insight into power quality problems of electric machines and systems 134 practical
application (example) problems with solutions 125 problems at the end of chapters dealing with practical applications
924 references, mostly journal articles and conference papers, as well as national and international standards and
guidelines

Switching Power Supply Design, 3rd Ed.
Mcgraw-hill The World's #1 Guide to Power Supply Design Now Updated! Recognized worldwide as the deﬁnitive guide
to power supply design for over 25 years, Switching Power Supply Design has been updated to cover the latest
innovations in technology, materials, and components. This Third Edition presents the basic principles of the most
commonly used topologies, providing you with the essential information required to design cutting-edge power
supplies. Using a tutorial, how-and-why approach, this expert resource is ﬁlled with design examples, equations, and
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charts. The Third Edition of Switching Power Supply Design features: Designs for many of the most useful switching
power supply topologies The core principles required to solve day-to-day design problems A strong focus on the
essential basics of transformer and magnetics design New to this edition: a full chapter on choke design and optimum
drive conditions for modern fast IGBTs Get Everything You Need to Design a Complete Switching Power Supply:
Fundamental Switching Regulators * Push-Pull and Forward Converter Topologies * Half- and Full-Bridge Converter
Topologies * Flyback Converter Topologies * Current-Mode and Current-Fed Topologies * Miscellaneous Topologies *
Transformer and Magnetics Design * High-Frequency Choke Design * Optimum Drive Conditions for Bipolar Power
Transistors, MOSFETs, Power Transistors, and IGBTs * Drive Circuits for Magnetic Ampliﬁers * Postregulators * Turn-on,
Turn-oﬀ Switching Losses and Low Loss Snubbers * Feedback-Loop Stabilization * Resonant Converter Waveforms *
Power Factor and Power Factor Correction * High-Frequency Power Sources for Fluorescent Lamps, and Low-InputVoltage Regulators for Laptop Computers and Portable Equipment

Power Electronics Basics
Operating Principles, Design, Formulas, and Applications
CRC Press Power Electronics Basics: Operating Principles, Design, Formulas, and Applications provides fundamental
knowledge for the analysis and design of modern power electronic devices. This concise and user-friendly resource:
Explains the basic concepts and most important terms of power electronics Describes the power assemblies, control,
and passive components of semiconductor power switches Covers the control of power electronic devices, from
mathematical modeling to the analysis of the electrical processes Addresses pulse-width modulation, power quality
control, and multilevel, modular, and multicell power converter topologies Discusses line-commutated and resonant
converters, as well as inverters and AC converters based on completely controllable switches Explores cutting-edge
applications of power electronics, including renewable energy production and storage, fuel cells, and electric drives
Power Electronics Basics: Operating Principles, Design, Formulas, and Applications supplies graduate students,
industry professionals, researchers, and academics with a solid understanding of the underlying theory, while oﬀering
an overview of the latest achievements and development prospects in the power electronics industry.
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SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power
CRC Press To be accredited, a power electronics course should cover a signiﬁcant amount of design content and include
extensive use of computer-aided analysis with simulation tools such as SPICE. Based upon the authors' experience in
designing such courses, SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power, Second Edition integrates a SPICE simulator
with a po

Fundamentals of Power Electronics
CRC Press Written in plain language, Fundamentals of Power Electronics sets forth the basic principles of power
electronics. Starting with the various types of devices, protection, and series and parallel operation of silicon
controlled rectiﬁers, it details all the aspects of power electronics essential to building a strong foundation for the
further study and practice of industrial or power electronics engineering. The author devotes considerable attention to
a wide variety of applications, from AC and DC motors, heating, and welding to HVDC transmission and thyristor
controlled electrical drives. Fundamentals of Power Electronics is ﬁlled with diagrams that clarify the concepts
presented. Each chapter includes sections containing numerous examples and short questions with answers. An
appendix furnishes a series of power electronics experiments that explore SCR characteristics, UJT ﬁring circuits,
voltage and current commutation, triac characteristics, and the RC triggering scheme of SCR.

Electric Power Systems
A First Course
John Wiley & Sons Author Ned Mohan has been a leader in EES education and research for decades. His three-book series
on Power Electronics focuses on three essential topics in the power sequence based on applications relevant to this
age of sustainable energy such as wind turbines and hybrid electric vehicles. The three topics include power
electronics, power systems and electric machines. Key features in the ﬁrst Edition build on Mohan's successful MNPERE
texts; his systems approach which puts dry technical detail in the context of applications; and substantial pedagogical
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support including PPT's, video clips, animations, clicker questions and a lab manual. It follows a top-down systemslevel approach to power electronics to highlight interrelationships between these sub-ﬁelds. It's intended to cover
fundamental and practical design. This book also follows a building-block approach to power electronics that allows an
in-depth discussion of several important topics that are usually left. Topics are carefully sequenced to maintain
continuity and interest.

Basic Principles of Power Electronics
Springer Science & Business Media Power electronics became an identiﬁably separate area of electrical engineering with
the invention of the thyristor about 30 years ago. The growing demand for controllability and conversion of electric
energy has made this area increasingly important, which in turn has resulted in new device, circuit and control
developments. In particular, new components, such as the GTO and power MOSFET, continue to extend power
electronic technology to new applications. The technology embodied by the name "power electronics" is complex. It
consists of both power level and signal level electronics, as well as thermal, mechanical, control, and protection
systems. The power circuit, that part of the system actually processing energy, can be thought of as an ampliﬁer
around which is placed a closed loop control system. The goal of this book is to provide an easily understood
exposition of the principles of power electronics. Common features of systems and their behavior are identiﬁed in
order to facilitate understanding. Thyristor converters are distinguished and treated according to their mode of
commutation. Circuits for various converters and their controls are presented, along with a description of ancillary
circuits such as those required for snubbing and gate drives. Thermal and electrical properties of semiconductor power
devices are discussed. The line-converter and converter-load interfaces are examined, leading to some general
statements being made about energy transfer. Application areas are identiﬁed and categorized with respect to power
and frequency ranges. The many tables presented in the book provide an easily used reference source.

Power Electronics
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Converters and Regulators
Springer This book is the result of the extensive experience the authors gained through their year-long occupation at
the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the University of Banja Luka. Starting at the fundamental basics of electrical
engineering, the book guides the reader into this ﬁeld and covers all the relevant types of converters and regulators.
Understanding is enhanced by the given examples, exercises and solutions. Thus this book can be used as a textbook
for students, for self-study or as a reference book for professionals.

Transformers and Inductors for Power Electronics
Theory, Design and Applications
John Wiley & Sons Based on the fundamentals of electromagnetics, this clear and concise text explains basic and applied
principles of transformer and inductor design for power electronic applications. It details both the theory and practice
of inductors and transformers employed to ﬁlter currents, store electromagnetic energy, provide physical isolation
between circuits, and perform stepping up and down of DC and AC voltages. The authors present a broad range of
applications from modern power conversion systems. They provide rigorous design guidelines based on a robust
methodology for inductor and transformer design. They oﬀer real design examples, informed by proven and working
ﬁeld examples. Key features include: emphasis on high frequency design, including optimisation of the winding layout
and treatment of non-sinusoidal waveforms a chapter on planar magnetic with analytical models and descriptions of
the processing technologies analysis of the role of variable inductors, and their applications for power factor correction
and solar power unique coverage on the measurements of inductance and transformer capacitance, as well as tests for
core losses at high frequency worked examples in MATLAB, end-of-chapter problems, and an accompanying website
containing solutions, a full set of instructors’ presentations, and copies of all the ﬁgures. Covering the basics of the
magnetic components of power electronic converters, this book is a comprehensive reference for students and
professional engineers dealing with specialised inductor and transformer design. It is especially useful for senior
undergraduate and graduate students in electrical engineering and electrical energy systems, and engineers working
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with power supplies and energy conversion systems who want to update their knowledge on a ﬁeld that has
progressed considerably in recent years.

Advanced Power Electronics Converters
PWM Converters Processing AC Voltages
John Wiley & Sons This book covers power electronics, in depth, by presenting the basic principles and application
details, which can be used both as a textbook and reference book. Introduces a new method to present power
electronics converters called Power Blocks Geometry (PBG) Applicable for courses focusing on power electronics,
power electronics converters, and advanced power converters Oﬀers a comprehensive set of simulation results to help
understand the circuits presented throughout the book

Electric Energy
An Introduction, Third Edition
CRC Press The search for renewable energy and smart grids, the societal impact of blackouts, and the environmental
impact of generating electricity, along with the new ABET criteria, continue to drive a renewed interest in electric
energy as a core subject. Keeping pace with these changes, Electric Energy: An Introduction, Third Edition restructures
the traditional introductory electric energy course to better meet the needs of electrical and mechanical engineering
students. Now in color, this third edition of a bestselling textbook gives students a wider view of electric energy,
without sacriﬁcing depth. Coverage includes energy resources, renewable energy, power plants and their
environmental impacts, electric safety, power quality, power market, blackouts, and future power systems. The book
also makes the traditional topics of electromechanical conversion, transformers, power electronics, and three-phase
systems more relevant to students. Throughout, it emphasizes issues that engineers encounter in their daily work,
with numerous examples drawn from real systems and real data. What’s New in This Edition Color illustrations
Substation and distribution equipment Updated data on energy resources Expanded coverage of power plants
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Expanded material on renewable energy Expanded material on electric safety Three-phase system and pulse width
modulation for DC/AC converters Induction generator More information on smart grids Additional problems and
solutions Combining the fundamentals of traditional energy conversion with contemporary topics in electric energy,
this accessible textbook gives students the broad background they need to meet future challenges.

Electric Machines and Drives
Wiley Global Education This book is part of a three-book series. Ned Mohan has been a leader in EES education and
research for decades, as author of the best-selling text/reference Power Electronics. This book emphasizes applications
of electric machines and drives that are essential for wind turbines and electric and hybrid-electric vehicles. The
approach taken is unique in the following respects: A systems approach, where Electric Machines are covered in the
context of the overall drives with applications that students can appreciate and get enthusiastic about; A fundamental
and physics-based approach that not only teaches the analysis of electric machines and drives, but also prepares
students for learning how to control them in a graduate level course; Use of the space-vector-theory that is made easy
to understand. They are introduced in this book in such a way that students can appreciate their physical basis; A
unique way to describe induction machines that clearly shows how they go from the motoring-mode to the generatingmode, for example in wind and electric vehicle applications, and how they ought to be controlled for the most eﬃcient
operation.

Power Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering
International Conference, PEIE 2010,Kochi, Kerala, India,
September 7-9, 2010, Proceedings
Springer This book contains the best papers of the International Conference on Advances in Power Electronics and
Instrumentation Engineering, PEIE 2010, organized by the Association of Computer Electronics and Electrical Engineers
(ACEEE), during September 7–9, 2010 in Kochi, Kerala, India. PEIE is an international conference integrating two major
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areas of electrical en- neering – power electronics and instrumentation. Thus this conference reﬂects a c- tinuing eﬀort
to increase the dissemination of recent research results among prof- sionals who work in the areas of power
electronics, instrumentation and electrical engineering The program of this joint conference included several
outstanding keynote lectures presented by internationally renowned distinguished researchers who are experts in the
various PEIE areas. Their keynote speeches have contributed to heightening the ov- all quality of the program and
signiﬁcance of the theme of the conference. I hope that you will ﬁnd this collection of the best PEIE 2010 papers an
excellent source of inspiration as well as a helpful reference for research in the aforementioned areas. Organizing a
conference like this one is not possible without the assistance and continuous support of many people and institutions.
I thank Stefan Goeller, Janahanlal Stephen, R Vijay Kumar, and Nessy Thankachan for their constant support and guance. I would like to express my gratitude to Springer’s LNCS-CCIS editorial team, especially Leonie Kunz, for
producing such a wonderful proceedings book.

Power Electronic Converters Modeling and Control
with Case Studies
Springer Science & Business Media Modern power electronic converters are involved in a very broad spectrum of
applications: switched-mode power supplies, electrical-machine-motion-control, active power ﬁlters, distributed power
generation, ﬂexible AC transmission systems, renewable energy conversion systems and vehicular technology, among
them. Power Electronics Converters Modeling and Control teaches the reader how to analyze and model the behavior of
converters and so to improve their design and control. Dealing with a set of conﬁrmed algorithms speciﬁcally
developed for use with power converters, this text is in two parts: models and control methods. The ﬁrst is a detailed
exposition of the most usual power converter models: · switched and averaged models; · small/large-signal models;
and · time/frequency models. The second focuses on three groups of control methods: · linear control approaches
normally associated with power converters; · resonant controllers because of their signiﬁcance in grid-connected
applications; and · nonlinear control methods including feedback linearization, stabilizing, passivity-based, and
variable-structure control. Extensive case-study illustration and end-of-chapter exercises reinforce the study material.
Power Electronics Converters Modeling and Control addresses the needs of graduate students interested in power
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electronics, providing a balanced understanding of theoretical ideas coupled with pragmatic tools based on control
engineering practice in the ﬁeld. Academics teaching power electronics will ﬁnd this an attractive course text and the
practical points make the book useful for self tuition by engineers and other practitioners wishing to bring their
knowledge up to date.

New Trends in Nanotechnology and Fractional Calculus
Applications
Springer Science & Business Media In recent years fractional calculus has played an important role in various ﬁelds such as
mechanics, electricity, chemistry, biology, economics, modeling, identiﬁcation, control theory and signal processing.
The scope of this book is to present the state of the art in the study of fractional systems and the application of
fractional diﬀerentiation. Furthermore, the manufacture of nanowires is important for the design of nanosensors and
the development of high-yield thin ﬁlms is vital in procuring clean solar energy. This wide range of applications is of
interest to engineers, physicists and mathematicians.

Sneak Circuits of Power Electronic Converters
John Wiley & Sons The ﬁrst treatment of advanced knowledge of electrical sneak circuits and its analysis method in
power electronics The work on sneak circuit and its analysis methods for power converters contributes to the reliability
of power electronic systems worldwide. Most books in the subject concentrate on electronic systems, but this book is
perhaps the ﬁrst to examine power electronic systems. It describes the sneak circuit phenomena in power converters,
introduces some SCA methods for power electronic systems and proposes how to eliminate and make use of sneak
circuits. The book is divided into three separate sections. Firstly, the sneak circuit paths and sneak circuit operating
conditions are discussed in diﬀerent kinds of power converters, including resonant switched capacitor converters,
basic DC-DC converters, soft-switching converters and Z-source converters; Secondly, the sneak circuit analysis
guidelines for power converters based on generalized matrix, adjacency matrix and Boolean matrix are presented
respectively; Thirdly, the sneak circuit elimination techniques are introduced and veriﬁed in several power converters,
with applications of sneak circuits described in conclusion. Written by a lead author with extensive academic and
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industrial experience, the book provides a complete introduction and reference to students and professionals alike.
Contents include: Fundamental Concepts, SCA of Resonant Switched Capacitor Converters, SC of DC-DC Converters, SC
Analysis Method (including Boolian Matrix), and Applications of SC in Power Converters. Highlights the advanced
research works in the sneak circuit analysis, by a leading author in the ﬁeld Original in its treatment of power
electronics converters; most other books concentrating on electronics systems, and aimed at both introductory and
advanced levels Oﬀers guidelines for industry professionals involved in the design of power electronic systems,
enabling early detection of potential problems Essential reading for Graduate students in Electrical Engineering:
Engineers and Researchers in Power Electronics

Advanced Pulse-Width-Modulation: With Freedom to
Optimize Power Electronics Converters
Springer Nature This book is a technical publication for students, scholars and engineers in electrical engineering,
focusing on the pulse-width-modulation (PWM) technologies in power electronics area. Based on an introduction of
basic PWM principles this book analyzes three major challenges for PWM on system performance: power losses,
voltage/current ripple and electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise, and the lack of utilization of control freedoms in
conventional PWM technologies. Then, the model of PWM's impact on system performance is introduced, with the
current ripple prediction method for voltage source converter as example. With the prediction model, two major
advanced PWM methods are introduced: variable switching frequency PWM and phase-shift PWM, which can reduce
the power losses and EMI for the system based on the prediction model. Furthermore, the advanced PWM can be
applied in advanced topologies including multilevel converters and paralleled converters. With more control variables
in the advanced topologies, performance of PWM can be further improved. Also, for the special problem for commonmode noise, this book introduces modiﬁed PWM method for reduction. Especially, the paralleled inverters with
advanced PWM can achieve good performance for the common-mode noise reduction. Finally, the implementation of
PWM technologies in hardware is introduced in the last part.
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Emerging Capabilities and Applications of Wireless
Power Transfer
IGI Global Technologies that enable powering a device without the need for being connected with a cable to the grid are
gaining attention in recent years due to the advantages that they provide. They are a commodity to users and provide
additional functionalities that promote autonomy among the devices. Emerging Capabilities and Applications of
Wireless Power Transfer is an essential reference source that analyzes the diﬀerent applications of wireless power
transfer technologies and how the technologies are adapted to fulﬁll the electrical, magnetic, and design-based
requirements of diﬀerent applications. Featuring research on topics such as transfer technologies, circuital analysis,
and inductive power transfer, this book is a vital resource for academicians, electrical engineers, scientists,
researchers, and industry professionals seeking coverage on device power and creating autonomy through alternative
power options for devices.

Power-Switching Converters, Third Edition
CRC Press Signiﬁcantly expanded and updated with extensive revisions, new material, and a new chapter on emerging
applications of switching converters, Power-Switching Converters, Third Edition oﬀers the same trusted, accessible,
and comprehensive information as its bestselling predecessors. Similar to the two previous editions, this book can be
used for an introductory as well as a more advanced course. Chapters begin with an introduction to switching
converters and basic switching converter topologies. Entry level chapters continue with a discussion of resonant
converters, isolated switching converters, and the control schemes of switching converters. Skipping to chapters 10
and 11, the subject matter involves an examination of interleaved converters and switched capacitor converters to
round out and complete the overview of switching converter topologies. More detailed chapters include the continuous
time-modeling and discrete-time modeling of switching converters as well as analog control and digital control.
Advanced material covers tools for the simulation of switching converters (including both PSpice and Matlab
simulations) and the basic concepts necessary to understand various actual and emerging applications for switching
converters, such as power factor correction, LED drivers, low-noise converters, and switching converters topologies for
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solar and fuel cells. The ﬁnal chapter contains several complete design examples, including experimental designs that
may be used as technical references or for class laboratory projects. Supplementary information is available at
crcpress.com including slides, PSpice examples (designed to run on the OrCAD 9.2 student version and PSIM software)
and MATLAB scripts. Continuing the august tradition of its predecessors, Power-Switching Converters, Third Edition
provides introductory and advanced information on all aspects of power switching converters to give students the solid
foundation and applicable knowledge required to advance in this growing ﬁeld.

Modeling and Python Simulation of Magnetics for Power
Electronics Applications
Springer Nature This book describes the role of magnetism in electrical engineering, starting from the most basic laws of
physics, converted into simulation models such that electrical engineering students can learn by example and practice.
The author demystiﬁes a topic that many electrical engineers take for granted, providing readers the tools to be able
to understand how any magnetic component works. He describes magnetic components like inductors and
transformers in simple understandable language. Mathematical equations related to the basic laws of physics are
described in detail along with the physical signiﬁcance of the equations. Every application is supported by a
simulation. All simulations are performed using free and open source software based on Python making the material in
this book universally accessible.

Pulse-width Modulated DC-DC Power Converters
John Wiley & Sons This book studies switch-mode power supplies (SMPS) in great detail. This type of converter changes
an unregulated DC voltage into a high-frequency pulse-width modulated (PWM) voltage controlled by varying the duty
cycle, then changes the PWM AC voltage to a regulated DC voltage at a high eﬃciency by rectiﬁcation and ﬁltering.
Used to supply electronic circuits, this converter saves energy and space in the overall system. With conceptorientated explanations, this book oﬀers state-of-the-art SMPS technology and promotes an understanding of the
principle operations of PWM converters, as well as enabling the readers to evaluate their characteristics. Designorientated analysis (including a steady-state analysis for both continuous and discontinuous conduction modes) and
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numerous real-world practical examples (including circuit models of the PWM converters) demonstrate how to design
these from scratch. The book provides an in-depth presentation of topologies of PWM DC-DC power converters,
voltage- and current-mode control of PWM DC–DC power converters, considers power losses in all components, device
stresses, output voltage ripple, converter eﬃciency and power factor correction (PFC). It also includes extensive
coverage of the following: topologies of high-eﬃciency switching-mode PWM and soft-switching DC-DC power
converters; DC voltage transfer functions (conversion ratios), component values, losses, eﬃciency, and stresses;
small-signal averaged circuit models; current-mode and voltage-mode feedback controls; metal-oxide-semiconductor
ﬁeld-eﬀect power transistors (MOSFETs); silicon (Si) and silicon carbide (SiC) power semiconductor devices. Before
now, there has been no book that covers silicon carbide devices. Pulse-width Modulated DC-DC Power Converters is a
comprehensive textbook for senior undergraduate and graduate students in the areas of electrical, electronics, and
telecommunications engineering. It includes end-of-chapter review questions, problems, and thorough summaries of
the key concepts to aid learning, and a Solutions Manual is available for professors. Scientists and practicing design
engineers working with SMPS, within such applications as computers, telecommunications, industrial systems,
automobile electronics, medical equipment, aerospace power technology, and radars (amongst others) will also ﬁnd
this text insightful.

Power Electronics
Advanced Conversion Technologies
CRC Press The ever-growing shortage of energy resources continues to make the development of renewable energy
sources, energy-saving techniques, and power supply quality an increasingly critical issue. To meet the need to
develop renewable and energy-saving power sources, green energy source systems require large numbers of
converters. New converters, such as the Vienna rectiﬁer and z-source inverters, are designed to improve the power
factor and increase power eﬃciency. Power Electronics: Advanced Conversion Technologies gives those working in
power electronics useful and concise information regarding advanced converters. Oﬀering methods for determining
accurate solutions in the design of converters for industrial applications, this book details more than 200 topologies
concerning advanced converters that the authors themselves have developed. The text analyzes new converter circuits
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that have not been widely examined, and it covers the rapid advances in the ﬁeld, presenting ways to solve and
correct the historical problems associated with them. The technology of DC/DC conversion is making rapid progress. It
is estimated that more than 600 topologies of DC/DC converters exist, and new ones are being created every year. The
authors completed the mammoth task of systematically sorting and categorizing the DC/DC converters into six groups
and have made major contributions to voltage-lift and super-lift techniques. Detailing the authors’ work, this book
investigates topics including traditional AC/DC diode rectiﬁers controlled AC/DC rectiﬁers power factor correction unity
power factor techniques pulse-width-modulated DC/AC inverters multilevel DC/AC inverters traditional and improved
AC/AC converters converters used in renewable energy source systems With many examples and homework problems
to help the reader thoroughly understand design and application of power electronics, this volume can be used both as
a textbook for university students studying power electronics and a reference book for practicing engineers.

Power Electronic Systems
Walsh Analysis with MATLAB®
CRC Press A Totally Diﬀerent Outlook on Power Electronic System Analysis Power Electronic Systems: Walsh Analysis
with MATLAB® builds a case for Walsh analysis as a powerful tool in the study of power electronic systems. It
considers the application of Walsh functions in analyzing power electronic systems, and the advantages oﬀered by
Walsh domain analysis of power electronic systems. Solves Power Electronic Systems in an Unconventional Way This
book successfully integrates power electronics as well as systems and control. Incorporating a complete orthonormal
function set very much unlike the sine–cosine functions, it introduces a blending between piecewise constant
orthogonal functions and power electronic systems. It explores the background and evolution of power electronics, and
discusses Walsh and related orthogonal basis functions. It develops the mathematical foundation of Walsh analysis,
and ﬁrst- and second-order system analyses by Walsh technique. It also describes the Walsh domain operational
method and how it is applied to linear system analysis. Introduces Theories Step by Step While presenting the
underlying principles of Walsh analysis, the authors incorporate many illustrative examples, and include a basic
introduction to linear algebra and MATLAB® programs. They also examine diﬀerent orthogonal piecewise constant
basis functions like Haar, Walsh, slant, block pulse functions, and other related orthogonal functions along with their
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time scale evolution. • Analyzes pulse–fed single input single output (SISO) ﬁrst- and second-order systems •
Considers stepwise and continuously pulse width modulated chopper systems • Describes a detailed analysis of
controlled rectiﬁer circuits • Addresses inverter circuits Power Electronic Systems: Walsh Analysis with MATLAB® is
written for postgraduate students, researchers, and academicians in the area of power electronics as well as systems
and control.

Operation and Control of Renewable Energy Systems
John Wiley & Sons A comprehensive reference to renewable energy technologies with a focus on power generation and
integration into power systems This book addresses the generation of energy (primarily electrical) through various
renewable sources. It discusses solar and wind power—two major resources that are now in use in small as well as
large-scale power production—and their requirements for eﬀectively using advanced control techniques.In addition,
the book looks at theintegration of renewable energy in the power grid and its ability to work in a micro grid.
Operation and Control of Renewable Energy Systems describes the numerous types of renewable energy sources
available and the basic principles involving energy conversion, including the theory of ﬂuid mechanics and the laws of
thermodynamics. Chapter coverage includes the theory of power electronics and various electric power generators,
grid scale energy storage systems, photovoltaic power generation, solar thermal energy conversion technology,
horizontal and vertical wind turbines for power generation, and more. Covers integration into power systems with an
emphasis on microgrids Introduces a wide range of subjects related to renewable energy systems, including energy
storage, microgrids, and battery technologies Includes tutorial materials such as up-to-date references for wind
energy, grid connection, and power electronics—plus worked examples and solutions Operation and Control of
Renewable Energy Systems is the perfect introduction to renewable energy technologies for undergraduate and
graduate students and can also be very useful to practicing engineers.

Control of Power Electronic Converters and Systems
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Volume 1
Academic Press Control of Power Electronic Converters and Systems examines the theory behind power electronic
converter control, including operation, modeling and control of basic converters. The book explores how to manipulate
components of power electronics converters and systems to produce a desired eﬀect by controlling system variables.
Advances in power electronics enable new applications to emerge and performance improvement in existing
applications. These advances rely on control eﬀectiveness, making it essential to apply appropriate control schemes to
the converter and system to obtain the desired performance. Discusses diﬀerent applications and their control
Explains the most important controller design methods both in analog and digital Describes diﬀerent important
applications to be used in future industrial products Covers voltage source converters in signiﬁcant detail
Demonstrates applications across a much broader context

Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical
Machines, Power Electronics and Drives
John Wiley & Sons Presents applied theory and advanced simulation techniques for electric machines and drives This
book combines the knowledge of experts from both academia and the software industry to present theories of
multiphysics simulation by design for electrical machines, power electronics, and drives. The comprehensive design
approach described within supports new applications required by technologies sustaining high drive eﬃciency. The
highlighted framework considers the electric machine at the heart of the entire electric drive. The book also
emphasizes the simulation by design concept—a concept that frames the entire highlighted design methodology, which
is described and illustrated by various advanced simulation technologies. Multiphysics Simulation by Design for
Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and Drives begins with the basics of electrical machine design and
manufacturing tolerances. It also discusses fundamental aspects of the state of the art design process and includes
examples from industrial practice. It explains FEM-based analysis techniques for electrical machine design—providing
details on how it can be employed in ANSYS Maxwell software. In addition, the book covers advanced magnetic
material modeling capabilities employed in numerical computation; thermal analysis; automated optimization for
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electric machines; and power electronics and drive systems. This valuable resource: Delivers the multi-physics knowhow based on practical electric machine design methodologies Provides an extensive overview of electric machine
design optimization and its integration with power electronics and drives Incorporates case studies from industrial
practice and research and development projects Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical Machines, Power
Electronics and Drives is an incredibly helpful book for design engineers, application and system engineers, and
technical professionals. It will also beneﬁt graduate engineering students with a strong interest in electric machines
and drives.

RF Power Ampliﬁers
John Wiley & Sons This second edition of the highly acclaimed RF Power Ampliﬁers has been thoroughly revised and
expanded to reﬂect the latest challenges associated with power transmitters used in communications systems. With
more rigorous treatment of many concepts, the new edition includes a unique combination of class-tested analysis and
industry-proven design techniques. Radio frequency (RF) power ampliﬁers are the fundamental building blocks used in
a vast variety of wireless communication circuits, radio and TV broadcasting transmitters, radars, wireless energy
transfer, and industrial processes. Through a combination of theory and practice, RF Power Ampliﬁers, Second Edition
provides a solid understanding of the key concepts, the principle of operation, synthesis, analysis, and design of RF
power ampliﬁers. This extensive update boasts: up to date end of chapter summaries; review questions and problems;
an expansion on key concepts; new examples related to real-world applications illustrating key concepts and brand
new chapters covering ‘hot topics’ such as RF LC oscillators and dynamic power supplies. Carefully edited for superior
readability, this work remains an essential reference for research & development staﬀ and design engineers. Senior
level undergraduate and graduate electrical engineering students will also ﬁnd it an invaluable resource with its
practical examples & summaries, review questions and end of chapter problems. Key features: • A fully revised
solutions manual is now hosted on a companion website alongside new simulations. • Extended treatment of a broad
range of topologies of RF power ampliﬁers. • In-depth treatment of state-of-the art of modern transmitters and a new
chapter on oscillators. • Includes problem-solving methodology, step-by-step derivations and closed-form design
equations with illustrations.
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Introduction to Power Electronics
Artech House The subject of power electronics is concerned with solid state devices for the control and conversion of
electrical power. These silicon devices are designed mainly for switching the transfer current from one part of an
electrical circuit to another. Power electronics has a wide range of applications from the small systems used in
electrical appliances to very large systems for the supply and distribution of electricity. Although it can be diﬃcult to
completely deﬁne where the boundary lies between electronics and power electronics, this resource succeeds at
breaking down the discipline. Containing the useful concepts and building blocks that go into making a power
converter operate successfully, this book provides a description of the characteristics of diﬀerent types of power
semiconductor devices and their application to power converter circuits. Applications to power transmission, electric
drives, and medical equipment are included to illustrate the wide range of power electronics in both small and high
power circuits.

The Power Electronics Handbook
CRC Press Less expensive, lighter, and smaller than its electromechanical counterparts, power electronics lie at the very
heart of controlling and converting electric energy, which in turn lies at the heart of making that energy useful. From
household appliances to space-faring vehicles, the applications of power electronics are virtually limitless. Until now,
however, the same could not be said for access to up-to-date reference books devoted to power electronics. Written by
engineers for engineers, The Power Electronics Handbook covers the full range of relevant topics, from basic principles
to cutting-edge applications. Compiled from contributions by an international panel of experts and full of illustrations,
this is not a theoretical tome, but a practical and enlightening presentation of the usefulness and variety of
technologies that encompass the ﬁeld. For modern and emerging applications, power electronic devices and systems
must be small, eﬃcient, lightweight, controllable, reliable, and economical. The Power Electronics Handbook is your
key to understanding those devices, incorporating them into controllable circuits, and implementing those systems
into applications from virtually every area of electrical engineering.
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Digital Control of High-Frequency Switched-Mode Power
Converters
John Wiley & Sons This book is focused on the fundamental aspects of analysis, modeling and design of digital control
loops around high-frequency switched-mode power converters in a systematic and rigorous manner Comprehensive
treatment of digital control theory for power converters Verilog and VHDL sample codes are provided Enables readers
to successfully analyze, model, design, and implement voltage, current, or multi-loop digital feedback loops around
switched-mode power converters Practical examples are used throughout the book to illustrate applications of the
techniques developed Matlab examples are also provided
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